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Two years have passed since the war, yet without essence the Empire's economy has collapsed. Trade is at a
standstill, famine sets in, and, with no food and no essence, the people begin to riot.

In the midst of the growing unrest, Miro struggles to balance his life with Amber against his resolve to keep
threats to the Empire at bay. His sister, Ella, helps to build the machinery the Empire desperately needs, but
she longs to find Killian and believes his powers will be needed in the conflict to come.

News of a wedding brings a much-needed ray of hope to the weary people. But as citizens and leaders gather
from afar for the festivities, an evil threat shatters the fragile peace: one of the Evermen has returned. And he
will not rest until he has completely destroyed the humans he despises.

This is the third book in the epic Evermen Saga.
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From Reader Review The Path of the Storm for online ebook

Angela says

Adventure, fantasy, and the zombie apocalypse genres are combined to produce yet another stellar novel by
Maxwell. The last book left Miro and Amber together again while Ella is torn between two men. There is no
time to determine her own feelings for them when the fate of the human race is quickly brought into focus.
Their Gods have turned out to be slave drivers who sacrificed humans like cattle. What was once cast out to
another world has come back with a vengeance. Will Ella and Miro stop their world from becoming the evil
playground of the God of Night?

Miro and Amber have settled into a normal life and their wedding is the first opportunity for the community
to celebrate in the midst of rebuilding after the epic battles ended two years prior. All the major players in the
known world have come to the ceremony and in doing so have created the perfect opportunity for a game
changer to make his move. After an explosive ending to the wedding, Miro and Amber cast their fates and
the fate of their son on a ship crewed by mutineers.

Ella sets off determined to find a way to bring Killian home. The answer is in his heritage. He is a
descendant of the Evermen, the Gods the world had just recently learned were evil slave masters. Killian is
trapped on the world they were banished to and his only way back is to say the words that will activate the
portal, but he doesn't know them nor does he know who he really is. Will she be able to bring him home?
Will he be ready to accept his true legacy?

nat. (semi-hiatus) says

this one kind of toned down on the battle scenes, but it did introduce new kingdoms and new characters
which it's always fun. ??

also ...

now that Killian is back! I want him and Ella to sit the fuck down and talk about their feelings goddamn it.
they're frustrating me!

Jenn says

I quite enjoyed this and am looking forward to the next.

My only complaint: (Small rant coming.)

When will authors learn that there's no need to write cliffhangers and then switch to another character's story.
It doesn't make me want to continue reading; it just ticks me off. I end up thinking about that character I just
finished reading about rather than the one the author is currently writing about. In short, if you write well, I
will read your book. You don't need to trick me into it.



Clara says

Better than the last book...

Fiona says

Honestly, this series just gets better as the books go on.

The first book..wasn't that good. The second was okay and this one.

Wow, this one is amazing.

No spoilers, but the scope of the world doubles in this one and it finally feels like we've begun to gear up for
the final showdown.

If you like fantasy, you need to read this series, it is so epic and a good and engaging read.

Full spoilery review to come.

Hannah says

This one was filled with action and edge of your seat suspense and battles. I'm still just absolutely in love
with this series. Everything about it - the plot, the characters, the magic, the writing.

Jill Urbanek Gauger says

Victory and defeat

Miro and Amber travel to the Ochre Islands looking for the cure for their son and have to survive a mutiny, a
storm, sharks and a strange new land. The Everman Sentra Scythran the Lord of the Night is loose in this
country and destroying it city by city turning the people into Revenants. Ella travels to the Akari to learn the
lore of the necromancers. She needs to learn all she can and then needs to find out about Killian’s parents so
she can go through the portal to bring Killian back. Two completely different quests but all with the same
goals in mind. They need to stop the Evermen from returning and stop the one already here. Fast paced and
intense

Kristobelle says

A good third quarter!



A good continuation of the series, with the focus largely on Miro & Amber. It was great to see Amber really
develop and shine in this installment. The world building deepens with new lands and peoples to explore,
each with distinctly different 'magic'.

The only thing stopping this from being great, is its propensity to jump over sections of plot line, as if it just
can't wait around to give a full explanation of what's happened. It occasionally made things look too
effortless, when more could have been given to add weight to the trials and tribulations of the characters.

Otherwise, let's crack on to book 4 to see how explosive the end game is going to be!!

Miste says

Fast paced lots of action. Just a little too hard to believe that Miro and Amber would get out of impossible
situation so many time. That's the one complaint I would have. Some holes in the story, but overall a good
fantasy story. Looking forward to the final book in December!

Jennifer Sweetapple says

The third book in and I'm still not exactly fond of any of the main characters. However, I keep reading
because the world and the lore are interesting and I want to know more about them and the Evermen.

Leserling /Belana says

It's great sequel to the first two books, and I enjoyed it. However, there are some repetitions, and a great deal
of fighting again, and I'm not sure whether the book can be read and understood without the knowledge of
the first two volumes, so that's why it's not a 5star rating.

Margie Jimenez says

What a fantastic series! I read that some comparisons were made about this series with LOTR and Game of
Thrones and I thought to myself, "Such arrogance!" Three books later, I'm duly impressed! Wholly
engrossing, the storyline is riveting. You embrace these characters and cheer them in their victories and
lament in their defeats. I am a fan and want many other fantasy readers out there to try this series out. You
will not be disappointed!

Gillian Murrell says

Another good book in the Evermen Saga. Miro and Ambers wedding day arrives at last, only to be met with
utter disaster. The pair have to go on a journey to far off lands in order to find a cure to the poison Amber
son has been infected with. Ella is determined to try and save Killian, in her attempts to find a way she



uncovers a great deal about his past and who he really is.

Christopher says

Now that one of the mythical Evermen has returned and shown that the beings humans worshipped as gods
were in fact, not so nice and are intent on enslaving all of humanity. So off we go.

Now with pirates. Or at least a cross-oceanic journey in search of a cure for a mystery illness that results
from a terror bombing at a royal wedding.

The search for the cure gets sidetracked several times but the discovery of a new continent and new kingdom
that has eschewed the magical "essence" in favor of regular science and technology is enjoyable.

More battles, more generally forgettable secondary characters. But still decent fun.

Robert Jr. says

The Path of the Storm is the third book in the Evermen series and as I read each book they only get better. As
always James Maxwell mixes magic with adventure in a great read that you will find hard to put down.


